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Does colonial history matter for development? Some researchers have underlined

the importance of legal origins for present-day economic development (La Porta et al.,

1998, 1999), others the importance of colonial institutions (Acemoglu et al., 2001)

while still others have stressed the importance of historical human capital (Glaeser

et al., 2004; Bolt and Bezemer, 2009).

In Africa, the British colonial legacy is said to have been more favorable than

others, especially as far as education and human capital accumulation are concerned.

From 1870 to 1940, primary enrollment rates were significantly higher in the British

colonies than in the French ones (Benavot and Riddle, 1988). Differences in educa-

tion could still be observed around 2000 (Brown, 2000; Cogneau, 2003; Garnier and

Schafer, 2006). Grier (1999) argues that the differences in economic growth between

former French and former British colonies in Africa can be explained by the impact

of colonization on education.

The literature has explained the differences in education outcomes by differ-

ences in colonial policies. The British colonial education system was less central-

ized and more demand-driven (Garnier and Schafer, 2006). While the British en-

trusted religious missions (financed through a system of grants-in-aid) with educa-

tion, the French established a public, free, nonreligious network of schools (Gifford

and Weiskel, 1971). While French colonial administrators were adamant that instruc-

tion be undertaken only in French, local languages were more often used (at least

in the first grades) in British Africa; as a result, French colonial schools employed

more European teachers than British schools. While British missionaries, whose

goal was conversion, tried to reach as many children as possible, the goal of French

colonial education was to train a small administrative elite. Gallego and Woodberry

(2010) have stressed the importance of competition between missions in explaining

the better education outcomes in British colonial Africa.

Enrollment rates were higher in British colonies throughout the colonial period,

a gap that could still be observed at the beginning of the 21st century (figure 2).

However, establishing a causal effect of colonization on educational outcomes from a

simple difference in means is an exercise in self-deception. The samples are simply

not comparable: there were more settler colonies in British Africa (Kenya, Zambia,
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Zimbabwe, not to mention South Africa) while French colonies were mostly extrac-

tive. British Africa, because it was farther south, was far less penetrated by Islam.

Even if one manages to control for these observable characteristics, selection on un-

observables remains an issue. Perhaps the United Kingdom, the dominant power

during the scramble for Africa, simply took the lion’s share and was able to colonize

the richest regions. In the case of British colonialism, economic opportunities for

British merchants seem to have mattered more — “the flag followed the trade.” It is

also very likely, as Frankema (2012) notes, that the British government, lobbied by

missionaries, conquered the regions where the demand for Christian education was

higher — “the flag followed the cross.”

The arbitrary nature of many African borders suggests we use spatial discontinu-

ity analysis to identify the causal effect of colonizer identity on education. Regions

delimited by an arbitrary border are similar in terms of precolonial history, geo-

graphical conditions, and ethnic composition. We can argue that whether a village

fell on one side of the border or the other was quasi-random, and therefore we can

identify the effect of colonizer identity by comparing regions close to the border.

In this paper, I use the division of the German colony of Kamerun to identify the

effect of colonizer identity on education for different cohorts. After World War I,

Germany lost its African colonies; Kamerun was divided between France and the

United Kingdom under a League of Nations’ mandate. The two parts were ruled as

colonies (British Cameroon became part of colonial Nigeria) until independence in

1960. In 1961, after a plebiscite, the southern part of British Cameroon was reunited

with French-speaking Cameroon.

In this paper, I first perform spatial discontinuity analysis at the border between

formerly British and French Cameroon to estimate the comparative effects of British

and French colonization on education. Using exhaustive geolocated population cen-

sus data, I am able to estimate a border discontinuity for different cohorts over the

20th century, thus “decompressing history” (Austin, 2008) — studying the colonizer

effect on education from partition to today. I find a positive British effect in school

participation (about 10 percentage points) and primary school completion (about 7

percentage points) for men of school age in the 1920s and 1930s. This effect quickly
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fades away in the late colonial period and eventually becomes negative, favoring the

French side, for primary school completion. For people born in the 1970s, I find

no discontinuity in primary education, but I do find a discontinuity favoring the

English-speaking side in secondary school completion (about 10 percentage points),

explained by a higher rate of grade-repetition in the francophone system. I also find

a strong British effect on the percentage of Christians for all cohorts (between 20

and 40 percentage points). While the British effect on education has wavered over

the 20th century, the effect on religion has persisted.

In seeking to understand the mechanisms that led to this pattern of discontinuity,

I first rule out the possibility of a border discontinuity unrelated to colonial policy

and emerging because one region was absorbed by a richer colony or was cut off from

important infrastructure. British Cameroon was a neglected part of British Nigeria,

while the French side of the border was close to the economic center of French

Cameroon. The port and the railway were controlled by the French. If anything, the

partition should have disfavored the British.

I then examine two likely mechanisms: a direct mechanism, relying on education

policies and the supply of education, and an indirect mechanism, relying on labor

policies and the demand for education. I argue that the supply mechanism is more

likely. Before World War II, the British colonial government was more hands-on

than the French: it inspected mission schools and subsidized the efficient ones while

the French colonial government turned a blind eye to its numerous inherited mission

schools which were mostly unsupervised and unsubsidized. The French did not com-

pensate with a strong public school system: spending on public education per school

age child was higher in British Cameroon, whose public schools were often run by

native administrations — local governments empowered by indirect rule.

Policy changed radically after World War II: education expenditure increased

considerably in French Cameroon, whose colonial government started subsidizing

private schools and building government schools. In British Cameroon, education

expenditure increased as well, but more modestly.

This papers contributes to four strands of literature. First, the literature on the

historical determinants of development (Nunn, 2009; Spolaore and Wacziarg, 2013,
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for literature reviews) and more specifically on colonizer identity as a determinant

of development (La Porta et al., 1998, 1999; Grier, 1999).

Second, this paper adds to the literature on the economic history of education in

Africa and the role of religious missions (Gallego and Woodberry, 2010; Nunn, 2010;

Cagé and Rueda, 2013).

Third, it adds to the literature that uses borders as natural experiments to study

both colonial policies and national integration after independence (see the literature

review by McCauley and Posner, 2015). The two studies most relevant to this paper

are Cogneau and Moradi (2014) and Lee and Schultz (2012). Cogneau and Moradi

(2014) study the border between the part of German Togoland that became part

of the Gold Coast (contemporary Ghana) and the part that became the French

protectorate of Togo. They find a discontinuity in literacy favoring Ghana on a

dataset of colonial army recruits. Ghana was, thanks to the cocoa trade, a very rich

colony, and we might therefore question the external validity of the colonizer effect

estimated at its border with Togo. British Cameroon, however, was a neglected part

of a not particularly rich colony, Nigeria. Cameroon, contrary to German Togoland,

was (partly) reunited after independence, which allows me to identify a colonizer

effect using census and school survey data produced by a unique source. Lee and

Schultz (2012) also use the partition of Cameroon as a natural experiment — on

2004 Demographic and Health Survey data, they find a discontinuity favoring the

British side for a wealth index and local public provision of water, but they find no

effect on education. The low number of observations close to the border in the DHS

poses challenges for estimating a border discontinuity. Using exhaustive geolocated

population census data allows me to consider all villages close to the border and

to study the evolution of the colonizer effects through time by estimating border

discontinuities for different cohorts.

Fourth, this paper contributes to the literature on the persistence of historical

shocks, especially human capital shocks (Huillery, 2009; Rocha et al., 2015; Valen-

cia Caicedo, 2014). In the Cameroonian case, the discontinuity in education was

rapidly erased in the last decade of colonization and first decades of independence,

which suggests that African countries are not prisoners of their colonial past and
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that more recent history also matters. The discontinuity in religion, however, has

persisted, which adds to the literature showing the strong persistence of cultural

legacies even when economic legacies have been smoothed away (Voigtländer and

Voth, 2012; Grosfeld et al., 2013; Grosfeld and Zhuravskaya, 2015).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 1 explains the identifica-

tion strategy, section 2 describes the data, section 3 presents the results, section 4

discusses robustness, section 5 investigates likely mechanisms and external validity

and section 6 concludes.

1 Identification strategy

In a regression discontinuity design (RDD) framework, a treatment variable is deter-

mined by whether an observed forcing variable exceeds a known cutoff point; if we

assume that the unobserved determinants of outcome vary smoothly at the cutoff,

we can identify the treatment effect by comparing individuals just under and just

above the cutoff point (Lee and Lemieux, 2010). In our case, the treatment variable

is whether the region was colonized by the British or by the French, the cutoff is the

border between West (English-speaking) and East (French-speaking) Cameroon, and

the identifying assumption is that all determinants of education outcomes (except

identity of the colonizer) vary smoothly at the border. Under this assumption, the

border effect can be identified by comparing individuals living in a narrow band on

either sides of the border. I therefore need to make sure that the border was locally

random, that is, that it did not coincide with an existing political, linguistic or eco-

logical division. I also need to ensure that the treatment was not manipulated, that

is, that there were no selective migrations from one side of the border to the other.
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1.1 The division of German Kamerun: the natural experi-

ment

1.1.1 Division and reunification

The first Europeans to set foot in the region forming present-day Cameroon were

Portuguese traders in 1532. Malaria preventing the conquest of the interior, Euro-

pean presence remained coastal and devoted to slave trade. Despite the presence of

British missions from the mid-19th century on, the region fell under German influ-

ence. In 1868, a German trading post was set up near Douala. In 1884, the Duala

King Bell signed a “protection” treaty with Germany, and the region became the

colony of Kamerun, which quickly came to encompass the territory of present-day

Cameroon (Ngoh, 1987). In 1911, France agreed to a treaty that extended German

territories south and east (see figure 1).

Figure 1: The evolution of Cameroon’s boundaries

Sources: Gifford and Louis (1967, 1971).

When World War I broke out, French and British troops invaded Kamerun. In

1916, the two powers decided that, until the end of the war, the German colony would

be divided into a British-administered region and a French-administered region. It

seems that, by 1916, the French and the British had decided that they would retain
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German colonies if the Allies won the war. Negotiations about dividing Kamerun

took place in broader negotiations about German colonies in Africa: as the British

had their eye on German East Africa (present-day Tanzania), and as South Africa

wanted German South-West Africa (present-day Namibia), the French got “most of

the spoils” in Kamerun (Louis, 1967). Their territory, representing four-fifths of the

German colony, encompassed the port of Douala and the only railroad (connecting

Douala to the palm oil plantations farther north). The Milner-Simon Declaration

of 1919 confirmed the division of former German Kamerun between French and

British administration. The two zones were established as “class B” mandates by

the League of Nations in 1922 (Brownlie, 1979; Ngoh, 1987). The British part of

Kamerun became part of Nigeria, administered from Lagos, and the French part

became the protectorate of Cameroun (see figure 1).

Class B mandates required that the colonial power send an annual report to

the League of Nations, but they were not very restrictive. In practice, French and

British Cameroon were administered as colonies (Louis, 1967). The narrow strip of

land forming the British Cameroons was divided in two parts: the territories of the

north became part of the Nigerian provinces of Bornu and Yola, while the south

(present-day English-speaking Cameroon) became the Cameroons province, with its

capital at Buea. When the League of Nations was dissolved, in 1946, the mandates

became trust territories of the United Nations.

Nigeria and Cameroon both gained independence in 1960. Since the 1940s, polit-

ical parties in French Cameroon and in Nigeria had been demanding reunification of

the two territories (Ngoh, 1987, 2001; Deltombe et al., 2011). In 1961, a referendum

was organized in English-speaking Cameroon: the northern population voted to join

Nigeria while the southern population voted to join the French-speaking Republic

of Cameroon, which became the Federal Republic of Cameroon (see figure 1). The

border studied in this paper is an internal border of present-day Cameroon: the

border between the two English-speaking regions and the rest of the country. Study-

ing an internal border advantageously affords the use of datasets produced by the

same source — avoiding most of the concerns that arise when merging two different

datasets (notably, variables defined in different ways). In 1972, the federation was
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replaced by a unitary state, the United Republic of Cameroon. Today, despite re-

peated attempts to unify Cameroonian education, the country still has two distinct

education systems, a French-speaking one and an English-speaking one.

My identifying assumption is that all determinants of education outcomes (except

identity of the colonizer) vary smoothly at the border. To check the plausibility of

this assumption, I check that the border did not acknowledge a preexisting boundary

between different ecological zones, ethnolinguistic groups, or precolonial political

constructions. The border set up by the Milner-Simon Declaration of 1919 was

similar to the border established in 1916, during the war, in the context of wider

negotiations about the sharing of German colonies by the Entente Powers. It would

not be surprising then to find that the border was designed without much concern for

local conditions. Colonial secretary Alfred Milner, representing the United Kingdom

at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919, opined:

The boundaries between the different spheres of occupation are haphaz-

ard and, as a permanent arrangement, would be quite intolerable. They

cut across tribal and administrative divisions, take no account of eco-

nomic conditions and are, in every way, objectionable. [Quoted in Louis

(1967) and Lee and Schultz (2012).]

In the end, though, the border negotiated in 1919 was practically the same as

the one established in 1916 (Louis, 1967).1

1.1.2 Checking the border’s local randomness

To check whether the border cuts across ethnolinguistic groups, I geolocated George

P. Murdock’s “groups of essentially identical language and culture” (Murdock, 1959)

using population maps established by the Office de la recherche scientifique et tech-

nique outre-mer (ORSTOM) in the 1970’s (Champaud, 1973; Franqueville, 1973;

Courade, 1974). I opted not to use Murdock’s “tribal map”, as it is not precise

1There were, however, some changes. For instance, the area forming the present-day Bam-
boutos department was administered by the British between 1916 and 1919, but the Milner-Simon
Declaration allocated it to French Cameroon (Tsoata, 1999).
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enough.2 In its southern part, the border does indeed cut across ethnolinguistic

groups (Duala, Bakossi and Bamileke; see figure 3). In the northern part, however,

it seems that the border respected the division between groups. Not that they were

fundamentally different: most of the groups of the region under consideration are

of the same language family (Northwest Bantu A), and the main difference, in the

beginning of the 20th century, was a north/south one, not an east/west one. It was

between the highlanders, cultivating Sudanic as well as Malaysian and American

crops, more often organized in chiefdoms, and carrying out a great amount of trade,

and the populations of the coast, cultivating Malaysian and American crops, orga-

nized in politically autonomous villages and carrying out only modest trade, with

the exception of the Dualas (Murdock, 1959).3

However, the fact that the 1919 border matched the boundaries of the Bamun

kingdom (which fell on the French side) is worrisome: King Njoya, ruler of the Bamun

kingdom from approximately 1883 to 1931, is famous for having converted to Islam,

together with his court, and for having invented a system of writing, known as Bamun

script. King Njoya also had a school built to teach the new script. This peculiar

history might have influenced the supply of education directly (through the expansion

of Koranic schools4) and indirectly (because the colonizer might have favored the

supply of education in a region that had an established political representation). It

might also have influenced the demand for education. Reading the 1919 Milner-

2I am not using the ORSTOM maps directly, because the “tribes” represented are alternatively
tribes, chiefdoms, or ethnolinguistic groups. For example, the Bamilekes are represented as a single
tribe, when this group is composed of several chiefdoms; the chiefdoms of Bangwa and Mundani,
which are part of the Bamileke group according to Murdock (1959) and Ngoh (1987), are represented
as separate “tribes.” We might more generally wonder whether the ethnic groups established by the
ORSTOM were endogenous to the division of Cameroon between the British and the French. It is
possible that people identified with different groups after the partition. For instance, the village of
Santa, in English-speaking Cameroon, whose inhabitants were identified as Widekum by Champaud
(1973), used to be a part of the Babadjou chiefdom, today in French-speaking Cameroon, identified
as Bamileke by Champaud (interview with Thadée Ymelong, 26/05/2013, Babadjou).

3In the highlands, it seems that groups originate from a common Tikar group; a number of
highland chiefdoms claim some dynastic connections with the Tikar (Ngoh, 1987).

4In the 1976 population census, among the cohort of individuals born in the Bamun kingdom
(Noun department) between 1892 and 1901, 9.8% of males and 1.2% of females went to Koranic
schools. In the districts of the neighboring English-speaking Northwest region, these figures are
never higher than 1% for men and 0.3% for women.
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Simon Declaration carefully, one can infer that the border was indeed designed to

respect the boundaries of the Bamun kingdom:

Thence the frontier will be determined as follows: [...] (25) Thence the

River Mabe, or Nsang, upstream to its junction with the tribal boundary

between Bansso and Bamum; (26) Thence a line to the confluence of

the Rivers Mpand and Nun, to be fixed on the ground so as to leave

the country of Bansso to Great Britain and that of Bamum, to France.

(Brownlie, 1979, p. 567.)

It seems plausible that the northernmost part of the border matched a preexisting

boundary; I will, in the main specification, exclude it from the analysis.5

Table 1 shows that the border is quasi-random with respect to geographical vari-

ables (mean elevation, mean temperature, and mean monthly precipitation, com-

puted at the 2005-district level6). Columns (1) and (2) present averages on both

sides of the border on a 50-km bandwidth (25 km on each side): differences are very

small and never statistically significant at conventional levels. Columns (4) to (6)

estimate the discontinuity on larger bandwidths using different specifications: it is

never significant.

1.1.3 The absence of selective cross-border migrations

Regression discontinuity does not estimate the treatment effect if individuals can ma-

nipulate the forcing variable: in the case of border discontinuity, migrations across

the border are a concern. If migrations across the border were selective — if mi-

grants were different from nonmigrants with respect to education — then the border

discontinuity will not estimate a colonizer identity effect. In my case, the problem

is mitigated by the fact that the district of birth is available in population censuses,

5In any case, in the north, the border cuts across a sparsely populated area (which is consistent
with it being a historical frontier zone), making identification of a border effect quite difficult.

6Elevation data from the NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, available on the CIAT-CSI
SRTM website (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org). Mean temperature and monthly precipitation from
WorldClim (http://www.worldclim.org).
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so that individuals are always allocated to the side of the border on which they were

born. Since we can fairly assume that the decision to migrate takes place after the

age at which one typically starts primary school, we need not worry about an individ-

ual’s own selective migration. However, selective migration of the parents has to be

addressed: what if parents with a higher taste for education migrated from one side

of the border to the other? Although they were in principle heavily restricted, cross-

border migrations took place in the 1920s after the partition of Cameroon, especially

from the French side to the German plantations of the British side (Le Vine, 1964).

The economic reasons for these migrations and whether these economic reasons can

be thought of as the mechanism explaining my results will be discussed in section 5.

Using population census data, I show that these cross-border migrations were

not selective. Microdata on migrations in the 1920s are not available, but 1976

population census data gives the district of birth of individuals as well as their place

of residence in 1976. The oldest people for whom I identify a border effect were born

between 1912 and 1921, I am therefore interested in the migrations of their parents

— people born before 1902. Figures 4 and 5 confirm that migrations were mostly

directed toward the southern (plantation) districts of the British side. Table 2 shows

that these migrations were not selective: the only significant coefficient shows that

individuals who migrated from the British to the French part were more educated

than those who stayed behind. However, this type of migration was very limited.7

Moreover, they very likely occurred after reunification, when English-speaking civil

servants and tradesmen migrated to French-speaking Cameroon. In any case, the

selection bias would go against finding a border effect favoring the British side for

cohorts of school age in the 1920s and 1930s.

Migrations to the British side were more important and occurred in the 1920s

(Le Vine, 1964). However, table 2 shows that they were not selective. If anything,

migrants from the part that became French Cameroon were less educated than the

ones who stayed behind, a bias that would go against finding a discontinuity favoring

the British side for cohorts of school age in the 1920s and 1930s.

71.2% of individuals born before 1902 in the British part — never more than 3% in a district,
with the exception of Tiko district, excluded from the main analysis because it is adjacent to Douala.
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1.2 Econometric specifications

Given that the border was locally random and that there were no selective migrations,

identification is as simple as comparing individuals living on both sides of the border,

very close to the border. Although exhaustive population census data make this

possible, I also consider villages lying farther away from the border, in order to

reduce the variance of the estimated treatment effect. In such specifications, I need to

control for the covariates varying smoothly at the border with a parametric function

of the forcing variable. Spatial RDD is complicated by the two-dimensional nature

of the cutoff: instead of being a single point in a single dimension (like a test score),

the cutoff is a two-dimensional object, a border. This raises two issues: (1) When the

bandwidth is extended to increase power, how do we control for the forcing variable,

geographic location? (2) How do we deal with potential heterogeneous effects along

the border?

Two methods have been used in the literature to undertake spatial RDD: the

first consists of coming down to a one-dimensional forcing variable: distance to the

border. The second method, first developed by Dell (2010), consists of acknowledging

the data’s spatial nature and controlling for a polynomial in latitude and longitude.

I favor the second approach. Contrary to the example of test scores, where distance

from the cutoff point is correlated with the unobserved ability we want to control

for, in the case of spatial RDD, the effect of distance to the border on educational

outcomes is not really meaningful or interpretable. Another concern is that the effect

of distance to the border is likely to vary along the border. It could be that, in some

regions, enrollment decreases as we get away from the border and that, in others, it

increases. One way to account for this is to divide the border in different segments

and to allow the effect of distance to the border to vary across segments. Using a

polynomial in latitude and longitude is a more efficient way to gain flexibility.

Controlling for a polynomial in latitude and longitude amounts to estimating by

OLS the following model:

si = τBRi + P (xi, yi) + βBi + εi (1)
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where si is the educational variable of interest for individual i; BRi is a binary equal

to 1 if the birthplace of individual i lies on the western side of the border (colonized

by the British); P (xi, yi) is a polynomial in xi and yi, respectively, the longitude and

latitude of individual’s i place of birth; Bi is a vector of border-segment dummies

(Bki = 1 if the place of birth of individual i is closer to border segment k than to

any other segment).8

Since the only covariates considered are some function of geographical location,

equation (1) is estimated on village or district averages s̄gc,j (average educational

variable in village or district j for cohort c and gender g):

s̄gc,j = τ gcBRj + P g
c (xj, yj) + βg

cBj + ugc,j (2)

and each observation is weighted by wg
c,j (number of men (g = m) or women (g = f)

of cohort c born in village or district j for whom variable s is observed).9 Since there

are no covariates at the individual level, this specification is equivalent to clustering

standard errors by village or district — but it is computationally more efficient.

Equation (2) is estimated on bands of different widths across the border. Widen-

ing the bandwidth will increase the number of observations, therefore increasing

precision — but it will also increase bias. Another choice I have to make is the

order of the polynomial in latitude and longitude capturing the smooth effects of

geographic location. These choices go hand in hand: the larger the bandwidth, the

larger the order of the polynomial needs to be, as the effects of geographic location

to be captured become more complex.

One specification is appealing for its simplicity and because it requires no para-

metric assumption: where the bandwidth is very small (10 km; 5 km on each side

of the border) and the order of the polynomial is zero: it amounts to a simple mean

comparison of villages located very close to the border (controling for border-segment

8All results are robust to specifications where the (x, y) polynomial is interacted with the vector
of segment dummies: si = τBRi +

∑
k BkPk(xi, yi) + εi. The border effect τ is then a weighted

average of the effects estimated on the different border segments.
9In practice, I use probability weights in Stata, which is equivalent to using analytic weights

along with robust standard errors.
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dummies). When increasing the bandwidth to gain power, the order of the polyno-

mial in x and y is increased, up to a polynomial of order 5. Such a flexible polynomial

can be used thanks to the high number of observations. Increasing the order ensures

that the effects of geographical location are better captured, but it decreases the

number of degrees of freedom and increases the risk of overfitting the discontinuity

at the border.10 In the end, there is no universal solution, and convincing results are

robust to a variety of specifications (Lee and Lemieux, 2010).

Going from a one-dimensional to a two-dimensional cutoff opens the door to the

possibility of heterogeneous effects along the border. Cameroon was colonized from

the coast inward, and the expansion of missions as well as colonial administration

followed this pattern. In order to capture potential heterogeneity in the treatment

effect, but also to deal with problems of missing data, border discontinuities were

estimated on different sections of the border (see section 2.1).

2 Data

2.1 Population census data

Three population censuses have been conducted in Cameroon since independence,

in 1976, 1987, and 2005. For 1976 and 1987, the full sample was obtained from the

Cameroonian National Statistical Institute.11 For 2005, I use a 10% extract made

available by IPUMS International.12 For cohorts who were of schooling age during the

colonial period, results are established using the 1976 census, to temper the problem

10Controlling for a polynomial of order 5 in x and y amounts to adding 20 covariates: x + y +
x2 +xy+ y2 +x3 +x2y+xy2 + y3 +x4 +x3y+x2y2 +xy3 + y4 +x5 +x4y+x3y2 +x2y3 +xy4 + y5.

11These censuses were obtained through the MIMADEM project (Migrations, Marché du Travail
et Dynamiques Démographiques en Afrique SubSaharienne), financed by the Hewlett Foundation,
the AIRD (Agence Inter-établissement de la Recherche pour le Développement) and the AFD
(Agence Française pour le Développement).

12Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (https://international.ipums.org/
international/).
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of selection by mortality.13 Results for younger cohorts are established using the

2005 census. The 1987 census, for which several districts are missing (microfilms

were lost during a move; see figure B1), is used on a section of the border for which

geolocation at the village level is impossible in the 1976 census.

Population censuses give information on the last grade attended, from which I

construct three binary variables: school participation (whether an individual ever

went to school), and primary and secondary school completion. Results are easier to

interpret when they are established on the extensive margin of school participation:

discontinuities then measure the different capacities of the two systems to enroll stu-

dents in formal schools (since respondents had to name the last grade attended from

a list of possible choices, this variable will likely capture formal schooling and ex-

clude those who attended Sunday school sporadically). School participation includes

Koranic schools (omitting them does not affect results, especially because they were

well developed only across the northernmost part of the border, which is excluded

from the main analysis).

Differences in the length of the primary cycle, repetition rates and, more generally,

possible differences in the quality of schooling make results on the extensive margin

(completion of primary or secondary cycle) harder to interpret: it could very well

be that completion of a cycle has very different implications in the francophone and

anglophone systems.14 This is mainly an issue for postcolonial cohorts, for which

there is no discontinuity in the extensive margin of school participation. An indicator

of literacy is available in the 1987 and 2005 censuses, but it is purely declarative and

extremely correlated with school participation, so that one might suspects its lack of

utility.

The 2005 population census asks the religion of individual — an outcome of

interest in this study because Christian missions were heavily involved in colonial

13I had to identify and eliminate a lot of duplicate observations, all situated in the English-
speaking part. I do not know whether these duplicates were the result of an error during the coding
process or an attempt to inflate population figures in certain districts.

14On the British side, the primary cycle was nine years long up to 1931, eight years long from
1931 to 1967 and seven years long from 1967 to the recent suppression of class 7. On the French
side, the primary cycle was six years long, but a lot of mission schools offered beginner classes, thus
lengthening the cycle.
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education systems.

Education variables give information about the education system during the time

an individual was of schooling age. Indeed, people rarely go back to primary school

in adulthood. This feature of education variables allows me to identify the effect

of colonizer identity on education outcomes for different periods, using different age

groups. A problem met by many researchers working with historical population

census data is the problem of “age heaping”: the tendency for people who often do

not know their exact date of birth to report an attractive age figure, such as one

ending in 5 or 0 (A’Hearn et al., 2009). This phenomenon is more pronounced in

English-speaking Cameroon (systematic registering of births was more widespread

in French Cameroon). Because people who misreport their age are likely to be less

educated, age heaping effectively sorts people, concentrating the less educated at

round ages. If this sorting is more pronounced in English-speaking Cameroon, the

difference in education outcomes between the English- and French-speaking parts

will be biased downwards at round ages (and upwards at other ages). To temper

this problem, discontinuities are estimated on 10-year cohorts around ages that are

multiples of ten, which is where most of the age heaping takes place.15 The cohort

centered around age 10 is never taken into account, as it comprises children still in

primary school. When considering secondary school completion, the cohort centered

around age 20 is not taken into account as it comprises individuals still in secondary

school.

The strategy of estimating a border effect on different age groups poses an in-

evitable problem of selection by mortality for older cohorts: observed individuals are

those who survived up to the year the census was taken. It is likely that surviving

individuals, being the wealthiest, will also be the most educated. If mortality rates

were different on either sides of the border, it could explain observed discontinuities

15Let us consider the cohort of people who report ages between 55 and 64. A lot of the people
who say they are 60 are actually a bit older or younger, but most of them will be in the 55–64
bracket. Although it is less important, age heaping also takes place at ages ending in 5: among
people who report being 55, some are a bit older, which is not a problem since they are part of the
cohort, and some are a bit younger. This is compensated by the fact that we miss the individuals
who are in their early 60s and report being 65, since 65 is not part of the age bracket.
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in education. However, selection and the difference in mortality rates would need to

be quite important to explain my results. Mortality was very high during the war

for independence (1955 to 1971) whose casualties were mostly on the French side of

the border, but the timing and geographical extent of the war do not fit observed

discontinuities. I discuss this in more details in part 4.2.

Spatial discontinuity analysis demands that observations be geolocated. 2005

census data cannot be geolocated more precisely than the district level, but I was

able to geolocate the 1976 census at the village level.16 Since I am interested in the

education system at the time when individuals were of schooling age, each individual

must be attributed the geographical coordinates of the place where they lived at that

time. Unfortunately, Cameroonian population censuses do not give the exact place

of birth, but they give the district of birth. When working at the district level (with

2005 data), this is not an issue. When working at the village level, I assume that

individuals still living in the district they were born in never moved an allocate them

the coordinates of their place of residence. To reallocate out-of-district migrants in

their district of birth, I assume that out-of-district migration rates were identical

across villages of the same district. Since all independent variables are at the village

level, I run regressions on village means across the age group, adding weights to

account for the size of each cohort-village. Cohort-village means and weights are

modified to account for out-of-district migrants. Cohort-village means s̄g (g indexes

gender) are replaced by

(1− pg)× s̄g + pg × s̄gmig, g = {m, f},

where pg is the male or female percentage of migrants in each cohort-district, and

s̄gmig is the mean of dependent variable s for men or women in the cohort-district.

Weights wg are replace by
wg

1−pg
, g = {m, f}.

16The geographic coordinates of each village were recovered from its name using the website of the
Cameroonian Ministry of Energy and Water (http://www.mng-cameroon.org/SIG/). Geograph-
ical information about non-located villages was inferred by taking the mean of located villages in
the same canton (a group of about ten villages).
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In a big part of the French-speaking Ouest region, geolocation at the village level

is impossible in the 1976 census.17 As figure 6 shows, this makes the estimation of

a border discontinuity impossible for a whole section of the border. To address this

problem, as well as the possibility of heterogeneous effects, I divided the border into

four sections (see figure 6). I excluded section 1 (near the coast) from the analysis

because of the presence of Douala in the French part (to avoid comparing rural

regions with the largest city in Cameroon — with more than 450,000 inhabitants,

Douala represented about 6% of Cameroon’s population in 1976). I estimated the

main results on section 2 (the southern section). I estimated the discontinuities for

section 3 (the central section) using the 1987 census (see appendix B). I excluded

section 4 (the northern section) from the analysis for two reasons: first, because it

seems that this part of the border matched a precolonial division between the Bamun

kingdom and its neighbors (see section 1.1); second, because in this region, the area

on both sides of the border is sparsely populated.18

Working with 2005 census data geolocated at the district level mean working

with far fewer observations (there are 121 districts in a 200-km bandwidth across the

border). I therefore estimate discontinuities on 2005 data on the whole border.

2.2 PASEC school survey

In order to estimate present-day discontinuities in repetition rates, I use primary

school survey data from PASEC (Programme d’Analyse des Systèmes Educatifs de

la CONFEMEN), an organization assessing learning achievement and quality of pri-

mary education in French-speaking countries of Africa. In 2004–2005, 174 schools

were surveyed, 43 of which were in the anglophone regions. The school locality’s

name was used for geolocation. In each primary school, two classes were surveyed:

17Codes given in the raw census data and in the village file do not match. Census village codes
very likely correspond to the chiefdom rather than the village.

18Border-segment dummies are added to the regression on each border section : section 2 was
divided into three equal parts and section 2 into two equal parts.
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the second and fifth classes of the primary cycle. The variables I use in this paper

are age and the number of classes repeated.19

2.3 Administrative database of Cameroonian schools

To understand the mechanisms explaining the pattern of discontinuity, I perform

border discontinuity analysis on the number of schools per school-age child. I use

a 2003 administrative database of all Cameroonian primary schools, giving their

date of opening and their status (public versus private), to construct the number of

schools in each district at each date. From population census data, I then construct

the number of schools (total, public, and private) per 100 children of school age (6 to

12) in each district.20 I do not observe schools that closed between their opening and

2003, and I therefore need to assume that attrition was not selective with respect to

colonial origins.

3 Results

3.1 Results using the 1976 population census

Results presented here are estimated on the southern section of the border (section 2

in figure 6) for the percentage of men who went to school, and completed primary and

secondary education (figure 8 and tables 3 to 5). Because very few women attended

school before the 1950s, results for women are less clear and are left for appendix A.

Figure 7 illustrates the working of spatial discontinuity: figure 7a presents, for

each cohort, a simple difference in means for male school participation on a 100-km

bandwidth across the southern part of the border: the difference always favors the

19PASEC data also provides learning achievement variables: students were tested in maths and
language at the beginning and end of the school year. Tests were originally designed in French
and translated for the Cameroonian English-speaking system. However no back-translation was
performed to ensure that questions had the same meaning in the two languages. Until I can ensure
that the questions indeed had the same meaning in the two languages and eventually exclude the
poorly translated ones, I abstain from using test scores and focus primarily on repetition rates.

20The number of districts increased between each census, as previous districts were split to create
new ones. In order to have a balanced sample, I consider districts in their 1976 boundaries.
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Eastern (French) side. However, the fact that the border was locally random does

not imply that it divided Cameroon into two comparable groups. In particular, we

have every reason to suspect that the French part was better endowed in terms of pre-

partition determinants of schooling (be it determinants of the demand for schooling

or of the location of German missions). Figure 7b presents the same regression

but controlling for these determinants: distance to the nearest pre-partition railway,

distance to the nearest pre-partition town, distance to the nearest river, distance to

the coast, average precipitation, average temperature and elevation.21 The pattern

that emerges is very close to the results I find when reducing the bandwidth and

controlling for the smooth determinants of geographic location with a function of

latitude and longitude (see figure 8): the British effect is positive for the cohorts

born between 1912 and 1931; it is negative (favoring the French side) for the cohort

born between 1942 and 1951.

Figure 8 presents discontinuities in male school participation, and primary and

secondary school completion, estimated on a 10-km bandwidth controlling for a poly-

nomial of order 2 in latitude and longitude. But in the spatial RDD framework, the

convincing results are robust to a variety of specifications: tables 3 to 5 show results

for five different specifications (similar results are found with other combinations of

bandwidths and polynomial orders). Columns (1) and (2) in these tables present the

means on an extremely narrow band of 10 km width across the border — 5 km on

each side. Column (3) is a difference in means on this 10-km bandwidth, controlling

for three border-segment dummies. This non-parametric specification is particularly

appealing — no functional form assumption is made, since there is no geographical

control (except for the border-segment dummies). It is close to the original intuition

of spatial discontinuity — compare proximate villages on either sides of the border.

However, even on such a narrow bandwidth, one needs to ensure that the effect

is not the result of some smooth geographical variation: column (4) controls for a

polynomial of order 1 in longitude (x) and latitude (y), column (5) for a polynomial

21Information about towns comes from maps published in France, Ministère des Colonies (1922)
and Great Britain, Colonial Office (1923). I assume that French and British colonial tenure was
then too short to have modified the preexisting urban network.
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of order 2. In column (6), the bandwidth is increased to 25 km and the order of

the polynomial to 3. In columns (7), the bandwidth is increased to 50 km and the

polynomial order to 5.

When considering the percentage of men who went to school (figure 8a and table

3), the effect is positive (favoring the English-speaking side), significant and robust

to a variety of specifications for the cohorts born between 1912 and 1931. The effect

is around 10 percentage points which is quite high considering average rates of school

participation for these cohorts — if we consider means on a 10-km bandwidth, the

effect means going from a school participation rate of 24% on the French side to a

rate of 32% on the British side for the cohort born between 1912 and 1921 [columns

(1) and (2) in table 3]. The effect fades away for later cohorts, who were of school

age in the late colonial period.

When considering the percentage of men who completed primary schooling (figure

8b and table 4), the effect is also strong, significant, and robust for the cohorts born

between 1912 and 1931. It is around 5 percentage points for the cohort born between

1912 and 1921 and around 8 percentage points for the cohort born between 1922 and

1931, which is important considering average participation rates for these cohorts —

if we consider means on a 10-km bandwidth, the effect means going from a primary

completion rate of 13% on the French side to a rate of 20% on the British side for

the cohort born between 1922 and 1931 [columns (1) and (2) in table 3]. For the

cohorts born between 1942 and 1961, who were of school age in the late colonial and

early independence periods, the effect, though not always very precisely estimated,

becomes negative. It is around –4 percentage points. We might wonder why we

observe an inversion of the border effect for primary completion but not for school

participation. It is probably due to a ceiling effect: on a 10-km bandwidth across

the southern section of the border, average male school participation for the cohort

born between 1952 and 1961 is 97% on both sides of the border. At this date, school

participation was too high for the differences in education policies to have an effect

on this variable. For male primary school completion, the average is 81% on the

French-speaking side versus 74% on the English-speaking side.

For the percentage of men who completed secondary school, there is no border
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effect for the first three cohorts because nobody completed secondary schooling on

either sides of the border — see figure 8c and table 5. However, we observe a small

(about 1 percentage point) but significant effect for the cohort born between 1912

and 1921. This is surprising, because when the older individuals of this cohort were

at the age when one usually starts secondary school, no secondary schools existed yet,

neither in British Cameroon (where the first secondary school opened in 1939) nor

in French Cameroon (where the first secondary school opened in 1945). This small

effect probably arises from the opportunity for Southern Cameroonians to pursue

secondary schooling in Nigeria, whereas, in French Cameroon, pupils had to go to

France. For the cohorts born between 1922 and 1951, the estimated discontinuity

is always positive, favoring the British side. It is about 2 percentage points for the

cohort born between 1922 and 1931 and increases to about 6 percentage points for

the cohort born between 1942 and 1951. On a 10-km bandwidth across the border,

the rate of secondary school completion was more than twice as high on the British

side than on the French side [9% on the British side versus 4% on the French side,

see columns (1) and (2) in table 5].

Discontinuities estimated on the central section of the border (section 2 in figure

6) are presented in appendix B. The general pattern is very close to the one estimated

on the southern section, but the effect favoring the British side, for cohorts born

before World War II, is weaker, and the effect favoring the French side, for cohorts

born in the late colonial period, is stronger. This pattern is consistent with this

region lagging behind the south in terms of education: in the late colonial period,

when the French started investing more in education, there was still a lot of room

for improvement, so that the gap with the British side widened more.

3.2 Present-day legacies: results using the 2005 population

census and PASEC school survey data

In order to investigate the present-day legacies of colonizer identity on education, I

use 2005 population census data and 2003-2004 PASEC school survey data. The 2005

census cannot be geolocated more precisely than the district level, so the number
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of observations is small (there are 121 districts on a 200 km bandwidth across the

border). Thus I need to consider the whole border (including the northern part), and

I cannot focus on a narrow 10-km bandwidth across the border. The six districts

of Douala are excluded because Douala is the economic capital and largest city

of Cameroon (with 1.9 million inhabitants, Douala represented a bit more than

10% of Cameroon’s population in 2005). Figure 9 and 10 present discontinuities

in education and religious outcomes estimated for different cohorts on a 200-km

bandwidth, controlling for a polynomial of order 3 in latitude and longitude. Table 6

shows, for the cohort born between 1971 and 1980, that the estimated discontinuities

are robust to a variety of specifications.

As far as school participation and primary school completion are concerned, I

find no robust, significant discontinuity for cohorts born after independence (see

figure 9a and 9b for primary school completion). However, I estimate a strong

discontinuity favoring the British side for secondary education completion of both

men and women born between 1971 and 1980. As figure 9c shows, the positive

British effect on secondary school completion that emerged after the partition of

Cameroon diminished and became insignificant around independence, but it seems

it has reemerged in the end of the 20th century. For the cohort born between 1971

and 1980, the estimated British effect on secondary school completion is between 5

and 10 percentage points for men and between 8 and 9 percentage points for women

(panel A of table 6). On a 50-km bandwidth across the border, rates of secondary

school completion are 24% for men and 20% for women on the English-speaking side

versus 20% and 12% on the French-speaking side.

These differences in secondary school completion do not necessarily mean that

the number of effective years of schooling is higher in the English-speaking system, or

that individuals accumulate more human capital, because grade-repetition is more

prevalent in francophone African education systems — a likely legacy of French

colonization. In France, 28% of 15-year-olds had repeated a grade in 2012, versus

12% on average in OECD countries (OECD, 2012). In the sample of African countries

studies by Mingat and Suchaut (2000), average repetition rates in primary school

(number of students repeating a year over total number of students) in the beginning
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of the 1990s are 23.7% in francophone Africa versus 7.1% in anglophone Africa. Using

PASEC 2004-2005 school-survey data, I show that higher repetition rates are indeed

a legacy of French colonization: age and average number of classes repeated jump

discontinuously at the border between former French and former British Cameroon.

On a 50-km bandwidth across the border, students are on average 10 years and a half

when reaching class 5 (CM1) in the English-speaking system, versus 11 years and 4

months in the French-speaking system. On the same bandwidth, the average number

of classes repeated when reaching class 5 is 0.63 in the English-speaking system

versus 1.06 in the French-speaking system (figure 7). Though there is no equivalent

of the PASEC school survey for secondary schools, the difference in repetition rates is

likely prevalent in the secondary system as well. Therefore, taking grade repetition

into account, the average student needs more years of education to complete the

secondary cycle in French Cameroon; it is thus hard to assess whether the higher

rates of secondary school completion in English-speaking Cameroon translate into

higher levels of human capital.

More generally, measures based on years of schooling leave out the question of

the quality of education, which is increasingly the focus of the development literature

(Banerjee and Duflo, 2011). In this paper, I focus mainly on the extensive margin

of participation and completion of various cycles. This is partly because of data

limitation (school participation is far easier to measure than school quality), but

also because access to education is a necessary first step. With school repetition,

I touch on the question of the legacy of various education systems on the intensive

margin of school quality. This question is certainly deserving of more research.

While the initial divergence in education was quickly smoothed away in the last

decades of colonization and seems to have reemerged in secondary education only

because of differences in grade-repetition rates, identity of the colonizer had an effect

on religion that was strongly persistent. As figure 10a shows, the discontinuity in

the percentage of Christians is high for all cohorts considered (results on religious

variables are very similar across genders, so I do not distinguish between men and

women). The discontinuity decreases from 40 percentage points for the cohort born

between 1911 and 1920 to 25 percentage points for the 3 cohorts born after inde-
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pendence. Figure 10b shows that this decrease is due to the young being more often

Christian than the old on the French side of the border, while the percentage of

Christians is stable across cohorts on the British side. The percentage of Christians

starts increasing in the cohort born between 1931 and 1940, who was of schooling

age at the end of the colonial period when the French colonial government started

investing massively in public and private (missionary) education.

In the cohort born between 1971 and 1980, on a 50-km bandwidth across the

border, the percentage of Christians is 68% on the French side versus 88% on the

British side. This discontinuity is robust to a variety of specifications; it is almost

entirely driven by a discontinuity in the percentage of Protestants (table 6, panel

B). Though there were Catholic and Protestant missions on both sides of the border

during colonial times (see part 5.2), the British Protestant missions were seemingly

more effective at converting Cameroonians, a result that confirms the findings of

Gallego and Woodberry (2010). The negative British effect in the percentage of

Animists is significant and robust to a variety of specification, which is not the case

for the percentage of Muslims. It seems missions were converting Animists rather

than Muslims.

4 Robustness

4.1 Placebo borders

As a robustness test, I ran placebo border regressions, shifting the border by 5 to 40

kilometers to the west and east and estimating corresponding discontinuities. Figure

11 shows the results of these regressions for some of the estimated discontinuities:

male school participation and primary school completion for the cohort born between

1912 and 1921 (discontinuity estimated on a 10-km bandwidth, controlling for a poly-

nomial of order 2 in latitude and longitude), male secondary school completion and

percentage of Christians for the cohort born between 1971 and 1980 (discontinuity

estimated on a 50-km bandwidth, controlling for a polynomial of order 1 in longitude

and latitude).
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These placebo border regressions confirm that the discontinuities hold only at the

actual border line. However, I find the odd significant discontinuity away from the

border, usually due to the presence of an important town near the placebo border;

these placebo discontinuities are never robust to various specifications.

4.2 A discussion of selection by mortality

Since discontinuities are estimated on different cohorts observed in the same year,

selection by mortality could explain the discontinuity in education outcomes. Peace

mortality likely selects the less educated. Therefore, differential selection by mortal-

ity could explain my results if mortality was higher on the British side of the border.

However, the only study comparing health systems in colonial Cameroon seems to

conclude it was better in British Cameroon (Nzima Nzima, 2014).22 Reassuringly,

there is no discontinuity at the border in the ratio of 20-year-olds on total population

born in the district, but for this statistic to tell us something about past mortality

rates, we need to make the strong assumption that birth rates were comparable on

both sides of the border. Moreover, the difference in mortality rates would have

had to be substantial to explain observed discontinuities. Assuming that the actual

percentage of educated in the cohort born in 1920 was 20% on both sides of the bor-

der, that mortality selected only the more educated (an extreme assumption), and

that 40% of the cohort died and was not observed in 1976, the mortality rate on the

British side would need to be about 53% (13 percentage points higher) to explain a

discontinuity of 10 percentage points in education.23 If we assume that noneducated

individuals were two times more likely to die, the mortality rate on the British side

would need to be about 56% (16 percentage points higher).24

22Nzima Nzima (2014) writes that infant mortality rates were higher in French Cameroon than
in British Cameroon in the 1920s.

23The percentage of educated individuals on the French side observed in 1976 is e76FR = 0.2
1−0.4 ≈

0.33; the percentage of educated individuals on the British side observed in 1976 is e76BR = e76FR +
0.1 ≈ 0.43. It is also e76BR = 0.2

1−m , where m is the mortality rate on the British side of the border.

Solving 0.2
1−m = 0.33 gives m ≈ 0.53.

24e76BR = e76FR + 0.1 = 0.2(1−0.4/2)
1−0.4 + 0.1 ≈ 0.37, but e76BR = 0.2(1−0.4/2)

1−m = 0.16
m . Solving for m gives

m ≈ 0.56.
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Mortality was very high during Cameroon’s war for independence (1955–1971)

which unfolded predominantly on the French side, in regions close to the border.

The death toll is controversial, ranging from a few thousand to more than a million,

though the most reasonable estimates range from 100,000 to 200,000 (Deltombe et al.,

2011).

For war mortality to bias the estimated discontinuity upwards, it must have

selected the more educated. There is not reason to suppose that the war’s victims

were the more educated, but there is no proof that it was not the case. While the

British effect is large and significant for the cohorts born between 1912 and 1931,

who were between 29 and 48 in 1960, at the peak of the war, no discontinuity is

observed for the cohort born between 1932 and 1941, who were between 19 and 28

(tables 3 and 4). The soldiers were mostly young men from this cohort, so if selection

by war mortality explained the discontinuity, it would certainly affect this cohort the

most. Moreover, while the deadliest operations took place in the Bamileke region

between 1959 and 1961, estimated discontinuities for cohorts born in the 1910s and

1920s are no more important on the central segment of the border, marking out the

Bamileke region on the French side (see appendix B).

Did the war have a direct effect on education? In the Bamileke region (corre-

sponding to the central border section), the war disrupted the provision of education.

In the Bamboutos département (part of the Bamileke region), schools were closed for

about a year (Tsoata, 1999). However, on the central border section, the discontinu-

ity estimated for younger cohorts is strongly to the advantage of the French-speaking

side, more so than on the southern section (see appendix B). It could simply be that,

since the region was lagging in terms of education, there was more room for im-

provement when the colonial government started to invest. It could also be because,

to curb the rebellion in this part of the country, villagers were regrouped in camps

in 1960, and schools were soon built around these camps (Tsoata, 1999; Deltombe

et al., 2011). It is possible that the war had a positive effect on education through

grouping the scattered population of the Ouest region in camps.
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5 Mechanisms

In this section, I examine potential mechanisms for explaining the emergence of a

discontinuity in education in the 1920s and 1930s and its disappearance in the late

colonial and early independence period. I first exclude the possibility of a disconti-

nuity unrelated to policies and stemming from cutting one of the border areas from

important infrastructure or markets. I then examine two kinds of mechanisms: a

direct mechanism relying on education policies and the education supply, and an

indirect mechanism relying on labor policies and the education demand. I conclude

that the education supply channel is more likely to explain my results.

5.1 The unlikeliness of discontinuities unrelated to policies

Border discontinuity analysis identifies the effect of quasi-random assignment to one

side of the border or the other. Before trying to understand which colonial policies

created the divergence in education at the border, it is important to ensure that

the discontinuity didn’t result from one region being cut off from important markets

or infrastructure, or absorbed by a richer colony. Being absorbed by a richer colony

could affect the demand for education (through, for instance, higher agricultural rev-

enue made possible by access to better markets) or the supply of education (through

increased education expenditure following from higher fiscal revenue). Along the

Gold Coast/Togo border, for example, the British part of former German Togoland

was absorbed by the Gold Coast, one of the wealthiest colonies of West Africa thanks

to cocoa production.

In Cameroon, however, it is unlikely that the discontinuity in education outcomes

that emerged after partition was due to the British part being absorbed by a richer

region. Nigeria, of which the British Cameroons became a part, was not a particularly

rich colony, certainly not as rich as the Gold Coast. Moreover, under Nigerian

rule, the British Cameroons were largely neglected. Buea, capital of the British

Cameroons, lay a distant 1,000 km from Lagos, the capital and economic heart of

colonial Nigeria, while Yaoundé, the political capital of Cameroon, stood just 200

km from the border. One sign that the Nigerian colonial government disregarded
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the British Cameroons was the creation of the Cameroons Welfare Union (CWU) in

1939; its main aim was to get the colonial authorities to remedy this neglect (Ngoh,

2001).

Most of the infrastructure fell on the French side of the partition. During World

War I, both the British and the French coveted the port and the railroads. Lord

Harcourt, secretary of state for the colonies, wrote in 1915, before the partition of

German Kamerun:

What is essential that we should have is the northern railway (about 80

miles) from Duala to Bare; Mount Cameroon on the coast, which will

make a perfect sanatorium for the whole of West Africa; and the town

and harbor of Duala. (Quoted in Louis, 1967, p. 59.)

But in 1916, even though the British retained Mount Cameroon, both the port

and the railway went to the French. Douala, situated favorably on the tail end of the

Wouri estuary, was the site of the first German trading post, in the second half of

the 19th century. It quickly became the commercial hub of German Kamerun (even

though, for climatic reasons, the political capital was moved to Buea in 1901). In

1916, the city, with 30,000 inhabitants, was the biggest in the region.

Simple differences in means of education variables on a large bandwidth across

the border always favor the French side (figure 7 and section 3.1), which suggests

that the French ended up with the richest part of German Kamerun. Though, as

I will later discuss, education expenditure was higher in British Cameroon before

World War II, total expenditure per head was higher in French Cameroon.

5.2 Direct mechanism: the education supply channel

To document the differences between British and French education policies in their re-

spective mandated territories, I use various historical sources, notably annual reports

sent by both colonial powers to the League of Nations — the United Nations after

World War II (France, Ministère des Colonies, 1921–1938, 1947–1957; Great Britain,

Colonial Office, 1922–1938, 1949–1959). I also use a 2003 database of Cameroonian

schools giving their date of opening and their status (public versus private).
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Data on public financing of education is displayed in table 8. Data on enrollment

is shown in appendix C1 : it is hard to interpret, as, in French Cameroon, enrollment

figures for non-inspected mission schools are too high to be believable (see appendix

C).25

I discern two periods in the history of colonial education policies in the two

Cameroons: before World War II, education investments were low in both parts,

but the British policy of incentivizing missionary formal education and allowing

native administrations to open public schools proved more effective than the French

in increasing education supply. After World War II, in the era of “developmental

colonialism” (Cooper, 2002), education expenditure increased in both parts, but

it was particularly spectacular in French Cameroon, whose government started a

massive program of private school subsidies and public school construction.

5.2.1 British and French education policies before World War II

In German Kamerun, Christian missions (Protestant and Catholic) were the main

providers of education. When Germany lost Kamerun, German missionaries left,

but the missions remained and were soon headed by British and French missionaries

— later, the Basel mission came back to British Cameroon and American missions,

already present during German rule, developed in French Cameroon. In the years

following partition, both colonial powers aimed at curbing the spread of very low-

quality “hedge” mission schools inherited from the German period, but they adopted

different policies to do so.

British colonial education policy was heavily influenced by a 1922 report, Edu-

cation in Africa, issued by the Phelps-Stoke Fund, a small but influential American

nonprofit established in 1911 to advance social and economic development in Africa

and the Americas. This report underlined the uneven quality of education in Africa

and advocated closer cooperation between missions and colonial government. Its

25Unless otherwise specified, figures presented in tables 8 and C1 in appendix C, apply to the
entire British and French mandates. Although the British Northern Cameroons were administered
as part of the Nigerian provinces of Bornu and Yola, the reports to the League of Nations give
figures for the mandated territory only, applying when necessary a proportionality rule.
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recommendations were at the root of the 1926 Education Ordinance regulating ed-

ucation in Southern Nigeria, of which the British Cameroons were a part. The

Ordinance made a clear distinction between Sunday Schools, which were not reg-

istered as schools and could provide only religious education, and formal schools,

which were registered, inspected, and subsidized on the basis of efficiency (Fafunwa,

1974).

French colonial administrators had traditionally been wary of religious education,

though passions about the separation of church and state had waned in France since

the beginning of the 20th century — the time when education policies were put in

place in the rest of French Africa. In French Cameroon, a 1920 decree formalized

the cooperation between government and religious missions in education. Private

schools had to receive an authorization from the colonial administration, which was

responsible for inspecting them, and they had to respect a number of requirements.

In exchange, they were eligible for a subsidy (France, Ministère des Colonies, 1921).

The decree, however, failed to specify what was to happen to the numerous mission

schools that could not follow its requirements (if only because few teachers held

the demanding official teaching certificate which was necessary to run a school).

The decree’s wording is vague, but it suggests that the administration had their

disappearance in mind — two-thirds of private schools in Togo closed after a similar

1930 decision (Cogneau and Moradi, 2014). Missionaries believed that private schools

that failed to meet the requirements were free to undertake any form of education,

completely unsupervised by colonial administration. A 1930 decree confirmed this

interpretation, stating that non-government-approved schools (écoles non reconnues

des missions) were “entirely free of their organization,” as long as they complied with

school-age limitations (France, Ministère des Colonies, 1930). As a result, French

Cameroon retained an important, unregulated private school sector.

French and British education policies in Cameroon before World War II do not

illustrate the opposition of laissez-faire to government control, but of two systems

of regulations that provided different incentives for religious missions. In British

Nigeria, government control was more extensive than in French Cameroon, but it

was less stringent. British government control extended to every school, whether it
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received a grant (assisted school) or not (unassisted school). In French Cameroon,

only government-approved schools (écoles reconnues des mission, a small fraction

of all mission schools) were inspected, but the requirements for these schools were

particularly demanding: French was the only language of instruction, school man-

agers had to hold an official teaching certificate, and the curriculum was the same

as in public schools. British mission schools were subsidized on the basis of assessed

efficiency.26 French subsidies to mission schools were a complex function of students’

success rates at official examinations and teachers’ qualifications.27

In British Cameroon, grants-in-aid made up a large share of the expenses of

subsidized schools, so the incentive for mission schools to provide formal education

was strong. In 1937, subsidies to private schools represented 68% of the subsidized

schools’ wage bill in British Cameroon, versus 19% in French Cameroon.28 Public

subsidies for private education per school-age child were always higher in British

Cameroon than in French Cameroon in the 1930s (table 8), though British Cameroon

received only the crumbs of Nigerian grants-in-aid.29 In 1938, subsidies per school-

age child were eight times higher in British Cameroon than in French Cameroon.

26The 1926 Education Ordinance did not state rules for determining efficiency, but the Depart-
ment of Education developed its own system — schools were given letter grades from A to D for
their efficiency. A percentage of the school’s wage bill was paid based on its letter grades (Fafunwa,
1974).

27Government-approved mission schools received a subsidy proportional to the number of pupils
passing official examinations: 150 francs for each pupil passing the end-of-primary examination
and, from 1924 on, 300 francs for each pupil passing the entrance exam into the Superior School
in Yaoundé (a school offering postprimary education), provided they had not committed to be
employed by the mission. These subsidies were raised in 1928 and 1936. From 1924 on, each
government-approved mission school run by a teacher holding an official certificate also received a
subsidy for each bracket of 20 pupils; in 1929, the subsidy was increased and a lower subsidy was
created for schools run by a teacher having passed the official end-of-primary examination. Both
subsidies were increased in 1936 (France, Ministère des Colonies, 1921–1938).

28Author’s calculations, from Great Britain, Colonial Office (1937); France, Ministère des Colonies
(1937); and Cameroun (1937). In French Cameroon, I do not have data on wages in mission schools;
I assume mission school teachers were paid the same wage as African teachers in the public sector
— qualifications were, by law, similar.

29In 1929, the Cameroons province (the southern part of British Cameroon) represented about
5% of the population of Southern Nigeria but received only 0.36% of the grants-in-aid. In 1938–39,
it received 2.3% of grants-in-aid — author’s calculations made from Fafunwa (1974) and Great
Britain, Colonial Office (1922–1938).
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The French and the British both financed a small public sector. In British

Cameroon, public schools relied on local stakeholders more than in French Cameroon.

The public sector was mostly made up of native-administration schools, financed lo-

cally by native administrations — local governments empowered by indirect rule,

whose revenue consisted of court fees and fines, a percentage of the poll tax, and

school fees. In 1938, 19 of the 24 public schools in British Cameroon were native-

administration schools. Teaching in an African language was widespread in the

first grades in British Cameroon, while French was the only language of instruction

in French Cameroon. In 1930, there were no European teachers in public schools

in British Cameroon, while, on the other side of the border, 25% of public-school

teachers were French. Before World War II, the French did not compensate low sub-

sidies to private education with higher investment in the public sector: expenditure

for public schools per school-age child was higher in British Cameroon throughout

the 1920s and 1930s (table 8).

Before World War II, there was essentially no secondary education in either

Cameroon, except for a few postprimary institutions for training teachers and health

personnel. A few pupils from British Cameroon were sent to secondary school in

other Nigerian provinces (notably, to Umahia College, in the Owerri province). In

British Cameroon, the first secondary school was opened by the Catholic mission in

1939, seven years before the first secondary school opened in French Cameroon.

In both French and British mandated territories, education policies completely

neglected the predominantly Muslim North — there were no mission schools there,

and only a handful of public schools. In these regions, education was provided by

Koranic schools, on which it is extremely hard to gather information, as they are

never described in colonial reports. In this paper, I do not study the border between

these regions, because the northern part of English-speaking Cameroon was not

reunited with French-speaking Cameroon after independence.

Overall, before World War II, colonial education expenditure were low in both

Cameroon. In 1937, the highest spender, British Cameroon, was spending 2.35 1925-

shillings per school-age child — less than 2015$ 10. Though total expenditure per

capita were higher in French Cameroon (suggesting that the French obtained the
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richest part of German Kamerun), education expenditure per school-age child were

higher in British Cameroon in the 1920s and 1930s (table 8).

5.2.2 British and French education policies after World War II

Colonial policies changed radically in the last 15 years of colonization. This period

has been called the era of “developmental colonialism” by historian Frederick Cooper

(Cooper, 2002). While Great Britain insisted on the need for more self-government

in its overseas territories, France devised plans for assimilation of its colonies into a

large French polity. In both the French and the British Empire, more representative

institutions were slowly put in place, while public expenditure per head boomed

(Cogneau et al., 2015).

In 1944, the leaders of free France organized the Brazzaville Conference. France’s

defeat, in 1940, had weakened its international status, and French Africa’s turn

to free France very early in the conflict had been tremendously important. The

goal of the Conference was thus to prepare the colonial empire’s postwar future and

ensure it would remain French. The Conference participants rejected any idea of self-

government for Africans, but they realized that France needed to conduct social and

economic reforms in its African colonies in order to avoid their loss. The conference

set up new goals for the colonial education system, notably, training Africans to

be high-ranking administrators and not only subordinates (Ngoh, 1987). In this

new climate, public investment in education surged, as shown in table 8. Education

expenditure per school-age child was more than 10 times higher in 1950 than in the

1930s, and it doubled again between 1950 and 1955.30

In increasing its educational effort, the French colonial administration adopted

a two-pronged strategy: subsidizing the private sector and investing in the public

sector. Two decrees, in 1946 and 1947, modified the subsidy system: in addition to

paying each mission a fixed amount proportional to its educational effort, the colonial

30Figures presented in table 8 do not account for the expenditure of the FIDES (Fonds
d’Investissement pour le Développement Economique et Social), a fund created in 1946 to invest in
large-scale infrastructure and equipment in French colonies. Among other things, the fund financed
construction of numerous public and private schools in Cameroon.
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government started paying each mission teacher a subsidy amounting to half the pub-

lic sector wage of teachers holding similar qualifications.31 The amount of subsidies

paid to the private sector then kept increasing. In 1955, subsidies represented 78%

of the private sector’s wage bill.32 In 1937, public subsidies for private education per

school-age child were 8 times lower in French Cameroon than in British Cameroon; in

1950, they were comparable; in 1955, they were 40% higher (table 8). Still, subsidies

to private schools represented only a third of education expenditure, as Cameroon’s

colonial government launched a massive program to build public schools and hire

public school teachers. Expenditure for government schools increased more than

tenfold between 1938 and 1950, and doubled again between 1950 and 1955 (table

8). As a result of this two-pronged strategy, enrollments increased in both private

and public primary schools. Between 1946 and 1957, enrollment in public schools

grew fivefold, while it doubled in private schools (France, Ministère des Colonies,

1947–1957). The investment effort also affected secondary schooling — the colonial

government opened the first secondary school in Yaoundé in 1945-46. In 1956, there

were five public and nine private secondary schools in French Cameroon.

Meanwhile, British Nigeria, of which British Cameroon was a part, was experienc-

ing a period of great constitutional change, leading to more representative political

institutions and greater regional autonomy (Ngoh, 2001). In British Cameroon, a

surge in grants-in-aid allowed primary enrollment rates to increase (Fajana, 1978).

Unlike in French Cameroon, the educational effort focused mainly on subsidizing

private schools — grants-in-aid represented about 60% of education expenditure in

1955 (table 8). Overall, the increase in education expenditure was substantial, but

less pronounced than in French Cameroon, so that, in 1955, governmental education

expenditure per school-age child was three times lower in British Cameroon than on

the other side of the border (table 8).33

31France, Ministère des Colonies, 1947; Yaoundé National Archives, 1AC 4778.
32Author’s calculations, from France, Ministère des Colonies (1955) and Cameroun (1955). I still

assume that wages in the private sector were similar to wages in the public sector.
33This might be partly due to the expansion of secondary education, which is more expensive than

primary education. In the 1950s, there were several public secondary schools in French Cameroon,
but there were only private secondary schools in the British Cameroons.
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5.2.3 Results on the number of schools

In order to confirm and complement the study of education policies in the two

Cameroons, I undertake border discontinuity analysis on the number of schools per

school-age child at various dates throughout the 20th century. (The statistics pro-

vided in the reports to the League of Nations are hard to interpret, as French mission

schools boasted unbelievable numbers of students that likely included parishioners

attending Sunday School.)

Figure 12 presents the estimated border discontinuity in the number of schools per

100 children in each district (excluding the districts of Douala), for each year between

1900 and 1990. I estimate the discontinuity on a 200-km bandwidth, controlling for

geographical location with a polynomial of order 3 and five border dummies. Due to

the paucity of districts (54), my estimates are imprecise. Nonetheless, the pattern

fits the picture of the two education systems that emerges from historical sources.

The number of schools per children starts diverging in 1925, just after partition; the

discontinuity favoring the British side reaches 0.5 schools per 100 school-age children

in 1950; the discontinuity completely disappears in the last decade of colonization

(1950–1960).

A slight discrepancy, however, emerges between those results and the results

obtained using census data: while my main results show the divergence peaking

for individuals of school age in the 1930s, results presented in table 12 show the

divergence in the number of schools per children peaking 10 years later, in the 1940s.

After more closely examining 2003 school data, it seems that, for missionary schools,

the date of opening corresponds to the start of government subsidies. Thus, a lot of

schools that opened in the 1940s were probably active in the 1930s.

Figure 13 distinguishes between public and private schools: in the 1930s and

1940s, there is a discontinuity favoring British Cameroon in the stock of both public

and private schools; in the late colonization and early independence period, the

discontinuity in the stock of private schools fades away, while the discontinuity in

the stock of public schools inverts, favoring the French-speaking side. The catching

up of the French side seems to have involved more public schools, which confirms the
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picture that emerges from the study of historical sources (see, notably, table 8).

Table 9 shows that the border discontinuity in education outcomes for cohorts

born in the 1920s and 1930s is divided by two and becomes insignificant when we

control for log distance to the closest 1950 school in each mandate. This finding is

reassuring, but it does not constitute definite proof that the mechanism is a supply

mechanism, as it’s the intersection of supply and demand that determines the number

of schools in equilibrium. I therefore need to examine the possibility of a mechanism

relying on the demand for education.

5.3 The demand channel: labor policies and forced labor in

the two Cameroons

Labor policies differed in French and British colonies in Africa. Although some form

of coerced labor existed in both empires, it was more prevalent in French colonies

(Cooper, 1996). In Kamerun, the Germans introduced a labor tax of 30 days of labor

a year. After partition, the French and the British abolished the German labor tax,

but the French quickly reintroduced a labor tax of 10 days a year, the prestation,

for local public works such as road maintenance. Because Cameroon was under the

auspices of a League of Nations mandate, forced labor was, in theory at least, less

important there than in other French colonies — there was no military conscription

and the labor tax was redeemable by a payment of two francs a day. In practice,

however, the system was abused by administrators and native chiefs. Moreover,

the French resorted to conscripted paid labor to finish building the railway line

that joined Douala and Yaoundé, submitting laborers to harsh working conditions

(Le Vine, 1964; Buell, 1928).

There is no evidence of coerced labor in the British Cameroons. Its plantations,

sold back to their former German owners soon after World War I, attracted a number

of salaried workers. In-migrations from Nigeria and French Cameroon suggests that

these plantations offered attractive wages (Le Vine, 1964) — section 1.1.3 provided

evidence that these migrations were not selective with respect to education.
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Perhaps these differing labor policies created a divergence in private sector wages

favoring the British side, which in turn increased the demand for education through

an income effect. To investigate that channel, I estimate a border discontinuity

in education outcomes, controlling for a dummy variable equal to 1 if the village is

located on the British side less than 10 km from a plantation — the list of plantations

is found in Le Vine (1964). Table 9 shows that it hardly changes the size of the

discontinuity, evidence that the divergence in education is not explained by higher

wages increasing the demand for education.

6 Conclusion

Undertaking border discontinuity analysis at the border between French- and English-

speaking Cameroon, I find that British colonization has a positive effect on education

for cohorts born in the 1920s and 1930s. The effect disappears, and even becomes

negative, for cohorts of school age in the 1950s and 1960s. For cohorts of school

age in the 1980s, I find no border discontinuity in primary school participation or

completion, but a large, positive British effect on secondary school completion. The

effect of British colonization on the percentage of Christians is positive, large, and

significant for all cohorts considered.

I argue that my results are best explained by supply-side factors and differences

in education policies between the two colonizers. Before World War II, the British

colonial government provided incentives for missions to supply formal education, and

allowed native administrations to finance public schools, while the French financed a

very limited number of public schools and turned a blind eye to the numerous low-

quality mission schools inherited from the German period. After World War II, dur-

ing the era of “developmental colonialism”, education expenditure increased consid-

erably in French Cameroon. Its government started subsidizing private schools and

building government schools. Education expenditure increased in British Cameroon

as well, but more modestly.

Using natural experiments often means trading external validity for internal va-

lidity. I argue that the results of this paper do not illustrate a Cameroonian id-
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iosyncrasy. Appendix D presents the results of a cross-country regression of primary

enrollment rates on a British colonizer dummy over the 20th century for 33 countries

(Cameroon excluded). The smoothing away of the British effect on education during

the “developmental colonialism” era seems to hold with some generality.

It does not follow that the legacy of British and French education policies was

completely erased. The greater reliance of the British on Christian missions had a

persistent effect on the percentage of Christians. Some features of the colonizers’

education systems also persisted, like the greater rates of grade repetition in French-

speaking Cameroon.

Finally, this paper shows that, when studying the legacies of historical institutions

and policies, there are benefits to decompressing history — trying to understand

what happened between a historical event and its present-day legacy. The variable

“identity of the colonizer” masks an array of various policies, that changed during

the colonial period, and it is worth trying to understand which aspects of the colonial

legacy matter for present-day outcomes.
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Figure 2: Difference in gross primary enrollment rates between former French and
former British colonies

Gross enrollment rates before World War II are from Benavot and Riddle (1988). Figures for 1960 and 1965 are
from the World Bank (1993). Figures from 1971 to 2009 are from the World Bank (2013): a few countries miss
figures for some years; linear extrapolation was used to fill in the blanks. Before World War II, the sample used to
compute means varies from year to year (German colonies that became French or British after the First World War
are not used to compute pre-World War I means). From 1960 on, the sample is composed of the following countries.
Former British colonies: Botswana, Ghana, Gambia, Lesotho, Mauritius (missing from 1999 on), Malawi (missing
in 1960), Namibia (missing between 1960 and 1985), Nigeria, South Africa, Sudan, Sierra Leone, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe (missing from 1998 on). Former French colonies: Benin, Burkina Faso
(missing in 1960 and 1965), Central African Republic, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Congo, Comores, Djibouti (missing
in 1960 and 1965), Gabon (missing in 1960), Guinea, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Chad, Togo.
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Figure 3: A simplified map of ethnic groups in West Cameroon

Sources: author’s map from Murdock (1959), Champaud (1973), Franqueville (1973), Courade (1974). This is a
simplified map; some groups are not represented.
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Figure 4: Cross-border in-migrations in the 1976 population census (cohorts born
before 1902)

Source: author’s map from 1976 Cameroonian population census data.
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Figure 5: Cross-border out-migrations in the 1976 population census (cohorts born
before 1902)

Source: author’s map from 1976 Cameroonian population census data.
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Figure 6: Division of the border into four sections, 1976 census data

Source: author’s map from 1976 Cameroonian population census data.
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Figure 7: Naive estimates of the British colonizer effect for male school participation,
southern border section

(a) Simple differences in means on a 100-km
bandwidth

(b) Controlling for pre-partition determi-
nants of schooling

(a) Simple differences in means on a 100-km bandwidth across the southern section of the border. Dependent
variables are population-weighted village-level means. (b) Same specification, controlling for pre-partition
determinants of mission location and demand for schooling: distance to the nearest railway, distance to the nearest
town, distance to the nearest river, distance to the coast, average precipitation, average temperature, and elevation.
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Figure 8: Discontinuity estimated on 1976 village-level data, southern border section

(a) Male school participation (b) Male primary school completion

(c) Male secondary school completion

Discontinuities are estimated on a 10-km bandwidth across the southern section of the border, controlling for a
polynomial of order 2 in latitude and longitude and three border-segment dummies. Dependent variables are
population-weighted village-level means. Standard errors are robust.
These results are also displayed in table form, tables 3 to 5.
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Figure 9: Discontinuity estimated on 2005 district-level data, education outcomes

(a) Male primary school completion (b) Female primary school completion

(c) Male secondary school completion (d) Female secondary school completion

Discontinuities are estimated on a 200-km bandwidth across the whole border, controlling for a polynomial of order
3 in latitude and longitude and five border-segment dummies. Dependent variables are population-weighted
district-level means. Douala is excluded because it is the economic capital and largest city of Cameroon. There are
115 districts in the sample. Standard errors are robust.
See also results in table form, table 6.
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Figure 10: Discontinuity estimated on 2005 district-level data, percentage of Chris-
tians

(a) Discontinuity in % of Christians (b) % of Christians on a 50-km bandwidth

(a) Discontinuities are estimated on a 200-km bandwidth across the whole border, controlling for a polynomial of
order 3 in latitude and longitude and five border-segment dummies. Dependent variables are population-weighted
district-level means. Douala is excluded because it is the economic capital and largest city of Cameroon. There are
115 districts in the sample. Standard errors are robust.
See also results in table form, table 6.
(b) Percentage of Christians in English-speaking and French-speaking Cameroon on a 50-km bandwidth across the
whole border (Douala excluded). There are 46 districts in the sample — 21 on the English-speaking side and 24 on
the French-speaking side.
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Figure 11: Placebo borders

(a) Male school participation, born 1912–
1921

(b) Male primary school completion, born
1912–1921

(c) Male secondary school completion, born
1971–1980

(d) Percentage of Christians, born 1971–
1980

(a) Like in figure 8a and table 3 col. (5): regressions on a 10-km bandwidth of the southern border section,
controlling for a polynomial of order 2 in latitude and longitude and three border-segment dummies.
(b) Like in figure 8b and table 4 col. (5): regressions on a 10-km bandwidth of the southern border section,
controlling for a polynomial of order 2 in latitude and longitude and three border-segment dummies.
(c) and (d) Like in figures 9c and 10a and table 6 col. (4): regressions on a 200-km bandwidth across the whole
border, controlling for a polynomial of order 3 in latitude and longitude and five border-segment dummies.
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Figure 12: Discontinuity in number of schools per 100 school-age children over the
20th century

The dependent variable is number of schools per 100 school-age children at the 1976 district level (excluding the
districts of Douala). Discontinuities are estimated on a 200-km bandwidth across the whole border, controlling for
a polynomial of order 3 in latitude and longitude and five border-segment dummies. The number of observations
(districts) is 54.
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Figure 13: Discontinuity in school supply, distinguishing between public and private
schools

(a) Discontinuities in number of public
schools per 100 school-age children

(b) Discontinuities in number of private
schools per 100 school-age children

The dependent variable is the number of public or private schools per 100 school-age children at the 1976 district
level (excluding the districts of Douala). Discontinuities are estimated on a 200-km bandwidth across the whole
border, controlling for a polynomial of order 3 in latitude and longitude and five border-segment dummies. The
number of observations (districts) is 54.
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Table 1: Absence of border discontinuities for geographical variables

50-km bandwidth 100-km 200-km 200-km

discontinuity discontinuity discontinuity
mean English- mean French- polynomial polynomial polynomial
speaking side speaking side difference of order 1 of order 2 of order 3

Elevation (m) 1,015 983 32 -6 90 58
(0.84) (0.96) (0.37) (0.56)

Temperature (◦ celsius) 22.05 22.51 -0.47 -0.41 -0.83 -0.69
(0.48) (0.58) (0.11) (0.19)

Monthly precipitation (mm) 194.71 194.88 -0.17 0.99 2.92 2.98
(0.99) (0.83) (0.40) (0.38)

Observations 21 25 46 81 115 115

Observations are means at the district level. The districts of Douala are excluded because Douala is excluded from
all other regressions (including Douala hardly changes results). Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All
regressions control for five border-segment dummies. A positive discontinuity favors the English-speaking side.

Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

Sources: elevation data from NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, available on the CIAT-CSI SRTM website
(http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org), mean temperature and monthly precipitation from WorldClim
(http://www.worldclim.org).
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Table 2: Cross-border migrations are not selective (men born before 1902)

Dependent variable: whether individual ever went to school

sample born sample living sample born sample living
in East (Fr.) in West (Br.) in West (Br.) in East (Fr.)

Migrant to British part -0.0284 0.0148
(0.1252) (0.5228)

Migrant to French part 0.1535*** 0.0539
(0.0014) (0.2199)

District of birth FE X X
District of residence FE X X
Observations 35,361 9,155 8,578 36,491

OLS estimations. Standard errors are clustered at the village level. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, **
p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table 3: Discontinuities in male school participation estimated on the southern bor-
der section (1976 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1882 and 1891 0.04 0.08 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.03 0.04
(0.57) (0.11) (0.47) (0.56) (0.47)

[35] [11] [30] [30] [30] [59] [89]

1892 and 1901 0.13 0.13 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01
(1.00) (0.90) (0.92) (0.84) (0.92)

[36] [26] [56] [56] [56] [124] [186]

1902 and 1911 0.17 0.18 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.03 -0.04
(0.81) (0.32) (0.34) (0.42) (0.37)

[45] [36] [71] [71] [71] [163] [261]

1912 and 1921 0.32 0.24 0.09** 0.14*** 0.13*** 0.10** 0.07
(0.03) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.11)

[51] [40] [87] [87] [87] [189] [307]

1922 and 1931 0.51 0.44 0.08* 0.11*** 0.11** 0.09** 0.04
(0.07) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.32)

[55] [41] [92] [92] [92] [200] [324]

1932 and 1941 0.71 0.71 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.00
(0.80) (0.15) (0.18) (0.12) (0.87)

[54] [46] [96] [96] [96] [206] [328]

1942 and 1951 0.88 0.93 -0.05** -0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02*
(0.02) (0.91) (0.66) (0.24) (0.08)

[61] [45] [100] [100] [100] [214] [334]

1952 and 1961 0.97 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.00
(0.96) (0.53) (0.79) (0.93) (0.36)

[60] [47] [103] [103] [103] [222] [347]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the village level, this is
equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.
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Table 4: Discontinuities in male primary school completion estimated on the southern
border section (1976 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1882 and 1891 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.02 0.00
(0.64) (0.17) (0.57) (0.40) (0.91)

[35] [11] [30] [30] [30] [59] [89]

1892 and 1901 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
(0.86) (0.73) (0.57) (0.72) (0.50)

[36] [26] [56] [56] [56] [124] [186]

1902 and 1911 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00
(0.42) (0.45) (0.42) (0.21) (0.84)

[45] [36] [71] [71] [71] [163] [261]

1912 and 1921 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.04**
(0.13) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.04)

[51] [40] [87] [87] [87] [189] [307]

1922 and 1931 0.20 0.13 0.07*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.09*** 0.07***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

[55] [41] [92] [92] [92] [200] [324]

1932 and 1941 0.36 0.36 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 -0.02
(0.69) (0.52) (0.46) (0.14) (0.49)

[54] [46] [96] [96] [96] [206] [328]

1942 and 1951 0.65 0.77 -0.11*** -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06**
(0.00) (0.23) (0.12) (0.10) (0.01)

[61] [45] [100] [100] [100] [214] [334]

1952 and 1961 0.74 0.81 -0.06*** -0.02 -0.03* -0.04** -0.07***
(0.00) (0.20) (0.08) (0.01) (0.00)

[60] [47] [103] [103] [103] [222] [347]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the village level, this is
equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.
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Table 5: Discontinuities in male secondary school completion estimated on the south-
ern border section (1976 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1912 and 1921 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01** 0.01** 0.01** 0.01*
(0.10) (0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.05)

[51] [40] [87] [87] [87] [189] [307]

1922 and 1931 0.02 0.00 0.02*** 0.01*** 0.01*** 0.02*** 0.02***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

[55] [41] [92] [92] [92] [200] [324]

1932 and 1941 0.04 0.02 0.03*** 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.03*** 0.03***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

[54] [46] [96] [96] [96] [206] [328]

1942 and 1951 0.09 0.04 0.05*** 0.07*** 0.06*** 0.06*** 0.05***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

[61] [45] [100] [100] [100] [214] [334]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the village level, this is
equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.

Individuals forming the first three cohorts (born between 1882 and 1911) display no variation in secondary school
completion — none of them completed secondary school. Some individuals in the last cohort (born between 1952
and 1961) were too young to have completed secondary schooling by 1976. Discontinuities estimated on these
cohorts are therefore not displayed.
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Table 6: Discontinuities estimated with 2005 census data, cohort born between 1971
and 1980

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

means on 50-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

50-km bandwidth 100-km bw 200-km bw

English- French- no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial
speaking side speaking side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3

Panel A: secondary school completion

Men 0.24 0.20 0.05*** 0.10*** 0.10*** 0.09***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Number of individuals 13,113 11,782 24,895 24,895 38,531 46,121

Women 0.20 0.12 0.08*** 0.09** 0.09*** 0.09***
(0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.00)

Number of individuals 13,719 13,110 26,829 26,829 42,344 50,838

Panel B: Religious outcomes

% of Christians 0.88 0.68 0.23*** 0.20*** 0.17*** 0.24***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

% of Protestants 0.37 0.22 0.11*** 0.17*** 0.10 0.18***
(0.00) (0.01) (0.11) (0.00)

% of Catholics 0.42 0.43 0.08 -0.01 0.03 0.02
(0.20) (0.85) (0.61) (0.79)

% of Muslims 0.07 0.16 -0.11* -0.01 0.03 -0.06
(0.09) (0.82) (0.50) (0.24)

% of Animists 0.01 0.05 -0.04*** -0.06*** -0.07*** -0.06***
(0.00) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00)

Number of individuals 26,955 24,764 51,719 51,719 80,779 96,878

Number of districts 21 25 46 46 81 115

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for five border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side. Douala is excluded because it is the economic capital and largest city of
Cameroon.

Dependent variables are population-weighted district-level means. Since all controls are at the district level, this is
equivalent to clustering by district. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01.
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Table 7: Repetition is more prevalent in the French-speaking system (PASEC 2004–
2005 school survey)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

means on 50-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

50-km bandwidth 100-km bw 200-km bw

English- French- no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial
speaking side speaking side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3

Class 2 students (CP)

Age 6.79 7.28 -0.58*** -0.37 -0.36 -0.32*
(0.00) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10)

# of classes repeated 0.42 0.64 -0.26*** 0.02 -0.13 -0.15
(0.00) (0.88) (0.16) (0.10)

Number of students 343 177 520 520 834 1,002

Class 5 students (CM1)

Age 10.48 11.33 -0.79*** -1.01*** -0.73** -0.98***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.00)

# of classes repeated 0.63 1.06 -0.38*** -0.13 -0.19 -0.38***
(0.00) (0.35) (0.10) (0.00)

Number of students 324 172 495 495 789 958

Number of schools 24 13 37 37 59 71

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for five border-segment dummies, and for gender. A
positive discontinuity favors the English-speaking side. Douala is excluded because it is the economic capital and
largest city of Cameroon, and because it is excluded from all other analyses.

Stantard erros are clustered by school. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
Observations are weighted by their probability sampling weight.
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Table 8: Public financing of education, French and British Cameroon

1924 1930 1935 1937 1950 1955

Colonial government’s education
expenditure per school-age child (1925 s.)(1)(2)

French Cameroon 0.28 0.68 1.17 0.68 13.74 29.09
British Cameroon 1.05 1.95 1.54 2.35 8.75 10.13

Expenditure for public schools per school-age child (1925 s.)(1)(2)(3)

French Cameroon 0.27 0.65 1.12 0.64 10.57 20.06
British Cameroon 1.05 1.89 1.34 2.02 5.50 3.77

Public subsidies for private education per school-age child (1925 s.)(1)(2)

French Cameroon 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.04 3.16 9.02
British Cameroon 0.01 0.05 0.19 0.32 3.25 6.35

Total expenditure per capita (1925 £)(2)

French Cameroon 0.19 0.41 0.46 0.29 1.77 4.07(a)

British Cameroon 0.24 0.28 0.25 0.30 0.75 0.83(a)

Share of education in total expenditure

French Cameroon 1.87% 1.67% 2.56% 2.37% 7.74% 6.51%(a)

British Cameroon 4.41% 6.83% 6.27% 7.71% 11.68% 8.36%(a)

Sources: France, Ministère des Colonies (1921–1938, 1947–1957); Great Britain, Colonial Office (1922–1938,
1949–1959). Colonial budgets were used as an additional source for French Cameroon (Cameroun, various dates).
(1) School-age population is assumed to be 20% of total population.
(2) French Cameroon figures were converted into pounds using the official exchange rate (Times Newspaper, 1971).
To express the figures in 1925 £, I used the UK retail price index as a deflator (Times Newspaper, 1971). There are
20 shillings (s.) in a pound (£).
(3) Total expenditure (including inspection, and secondary and technical schools) minus subsidies to private schools.
(a) 1953 figures.
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Table 9: Investigation into the mechanisms of divergence in education

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent variable: male school participation

cohorts born between 1912 and 1921

discontinuity (British side = 1) 0.13*** 0.13*** 0.05 0.06
(0.00) (0.00) (0.19) (0.12)

British side plantation (= 1) 0.31*** 0.11
(0.00) (0.23)

log distance to 1945 school -0.07*** -0.06***
(0.00) (0.00)

cohorts born between 1922 and 1931

discontinuity (British side = 1) 0.11** 0.10** 0.05 0.06
(0.02) (0.02) (0.20) (0.17)

British side plantation (= 1) 0.22*** 0.08
(0.00) (0.30)

log distance to 1945 school -0.06*** -0.05***
(0.00) (0.00)

Dependent variable: male primary school completion

cohorts born between 1912 and 1921

discontinuity (British side = 1) 0.05*** 0.05** 0.02 0.02
(0.00) (0.01) (0.40) (0.23)

British side plantation (= 1) 0.13** 0.06
(0.02) (0.34)

log distance to 1945 school -0.03*** -0.02**
(0.01) (0.05)

cohorts born between 1922 and 1931

discontinuity (British side = 1) 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.06*** 0.06***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

British side plantation (= 1) 0.08 0.04
(0.20) (0.56)

log distance to 1945 school -0.02 -0.02
(0.15) (0.24)

bandwidth 10-km 10-km 10-km 10-km
(x, y) polynomial order 2 2 2 2
border segment dummies X X X X

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all
controls are at the village level, this is equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are
in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Number of villages: 87 for cohorts born between 1912 and
1921, 92 for cohorts born between 1922 and 1931.
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A Border discontinuities for women’s education

outcomes estimated on the southern border sec-

tion, 1976 census data

Estimating border discontinuities on 1976 census data for women’s education out-

comes produces a less clear image. As far as school participation and primary school

completion are concerned (tables A1 and A2), the British effect is small, seldom

significant and never robust across specifications for cohorts schooled before WWII.

This is not surprising, as the number of girls attending school was very low on both

sides of the border, let alone the number of girls completing primary education. For

the cohort born between 1942 and 1951, of school age in the last decade of coloniza-

tion, the discontinuity is negative, favoring the French side, although it is not always

very precisely estimated. For the cohort of women born between 1952 and 1961, the

effect of British colonization on school participation and primary school completion

is positive, which is surprising, considering it was negative for men.

Discontinuities in female secondary school completion are positive, favoring the

British side, for all cohorts born after 1922.
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Table A1: Discontinuities in female school participation estimated on the southern
border section (1976 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1882 and 1891 0.09 0.01 0.08** 0.14 0.12 0.05 0.01
(0.03) (0.15) (0.14) (0.36) (0.88)

[35] [11] [24] [24] [24] [57] [95]

1892 and 1901 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.02
(0.17) (0.45) (0.41) (0.59) (0.48)

[36] [26] [51] [51] [51] [112] [176]

1902 and 1911 0.01 0.00 0.01** 0.01* 0.01* 0.01 -0.01
(0.04) (0.08) (0.06) (0.18) (0.26)

[45] [36] [72] [72] [72] [159] [251]

1912 and 1921 0.02 0.01 0.01** 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.01
(0.04) (0.37) (0.31) (0.72) (0.37)

[51] [40] [81] [81] [81] [180] [296]

1922 and 1931 0.04 0.05 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.04***
(0.57) (0.49) (0.58) (0.31) (0.00)

[55] [41] [88] [88] [88] [195] [320]

1932 and 1941 0.14 0.17 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.06***
(0.42) (0.35) (0.27) (0.86) (0.01)

[54] [46] [96] [96] [96] [206] [331]

1942 and 1951 0.43 0.56 -0.12*** -0.03 -0.04 -0.05* -0.12***
(0.01) (0.34) (0.17) (0.08) (0.00)

[61] [45] [100] [100] [100] [210] [335]

1952 and 1961 0.88 0.88 0.01 0.07*** 0.08*** 0.06*** 0.03
(0.78) (0.01) (0.00) (0.01) (0.12)

[60] [47] [106] [106] [106] [225] [351]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the village level, this is
equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.
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Table A2: Discontinuities in female primary school completion estimated on the
southern border section (1976 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1882 and 1891 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02*
(0.55) (0.64) (0.46) (0.30) (0.07)

[35] [11] [24] [24] [24] [57] [95]

1892 and 1901 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.01
(0.44) (0.72) (0.63) (0.65) (0.66)

[36] [26] [51] [51] [51] [112] [176]

1902 and 1911 0.00 0.00 0.00** 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00
(0.01) (0.35) (0.63) (0.42) (0.56)

[45] [36] [72] [72] [72] [159] [251]

1912 and 1921 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00
(0.15) (0.91) (0.93) (0.34) (0.53)

[51] [40] [81] [81] [81] [180] [296]

1922 and 1931 0.01 0.01 0.01* 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
(0.08) (0.48) (0.47) (0.29) (0.66)

[55] [41] [88] [88] [88] [195] [320]

1932 and 1941 0.04 0.04 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.01 -0.01
(0.45) (0.87) (0.77) (0.26) (0.10)

[54] [46] [96] [96] [96] [206] [331]

1942 and 1951 0.20 0.26 -0.06** -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.08***
(0.02) (0.52) (0.33) (0.50) (0.00)

[61] [45] [100] [100] [100] [210] [335]

1952 and 1961 0.54 0.55 -0.01 0.06** 0.05* 0.06** -0.01
(0.79) (0.03) (0.05) (0.03) (0.78)

[60] [47] [106] [106] [106] [225] [351]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the village level, this is
equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.
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Table A3: Discontinuities in female secondary school completion estimated on the
southern border section (1976 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1922 & 1931 0.0015 0.0006 0.0008*** 0.0006*** 0.0005** 0.0006** 0.0001
(0.00) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.75)

[55] [41] [88] [88] [88] [195] [320]

1932 & 1941 0.0068 0.0001 0.0071*** 0.0028 0.0036* 0.0075*** 0.0059***
(0.00) (0.26) (0.07) (0.00) (0.00)

[54] [46] [96] [96] [96] [206] [331]

1942 & 1951 0.0166 0.0046 0.0124*** 0.0137*** 0.0127*** 0.0133*** 0.0095***
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

[61] [45] [100] [100] [100] [210] [335]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies.
A positive discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the
village level, this is equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in
parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.

Individuals forming the first four cohorts (born between 1882 and 1921) display no variation in
secondary school completion — none of them completed secondary school. Some individuals in
the last cohort (born between 1952 and 1961) were too young to have completed secondary
schooling by 1976. Discontinuities estimated on these cohorts are therefore not displayed.
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B Discontinuities estimated on the central border

section, using the 1987 census

This appendix presents border discontinuities estimated on the central border section

using 1987 census data. Geolocation at the village level is not possible in the 1976

census on the French side of this border section. Because of missing districts in the

1987 census, discontinuities are estimated only on part of the central section (see

figure B1).

The general pattern mirrors the one estimated on the southern border section,

but the positive British effect for cohorts of school age in the 1920s and 1930s is

weaker for primary school completion, and the positive French effect after World

War II is stronger, which can be explained by the fact that, on both sides of the

border, this region was lagging behind in terms of education, so that there was more

room for the gap with the British side to widen after World War II.

No significant discontinuity is estimated for cohorts of school age in the 1920s and

1930s when controlling for a polynomial of order 1 or 2 in latitude and longitude.

This is very likely because, in such a small region, it is easy to fully capture the

discontinuity even with a low order polynomial. I estimate significant discontinuities

when extending the bandwidth and increasing the polynomial order.
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Figure B1: Division of the border into four sections, 1987 census data

Source: author’s map from 1987 Cameroonian population census data.
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Table B1: Discontinuities in male school participation estimated on the central bor-
der section (1987 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1893 and 1902 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.00
(0.95) (0.78) (0.56) (0.31) (0.88)

[27] [19] [32] [32] [32] [99] [158]

1903 and 1912 0.06 0.02 0.04* 0.03 -0.02 0.02 0.03
(0.07) (0.16) (0.65) (0.42) (0.20)

[28] [23] [47] [47] [47] [147] [273]

1913 and 1922 0.14 0.06 0.08*** 0.04 0.03 0.10*** 0.11***
(0.00) (0.24) (0.51) (0.00) (0.00)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1923 and 1932 0.19 0.13 0.06** 0.00 -0.01 0.09** 0.12***
(0.03) (0.92) (0.91) (0.01) (0.00)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1933 and 1942 0.38 0.34 0.03 -0.01 -0.11** 0.07 0.10*
(0.24) (0.91) (0.03) (0.12) (0.05)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1943 and 1952 0.70 0.75 -0.05 -0.13* -0.07 -0.03 -0.03
(0.15) (0.06) (0.39) (0.49) (0.48)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1953 and 1962 0.90 0.92 -0.02 -0.06** -0.02 -0.02 -0.01
(0.17) (0.02) (0.48) (0.29) (0.43)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1963 and 1972 0.95 0.96 -0.01 -0.03 -0.00 -0.01 -0.01
(0.49) (0.35) (0.88) (0.52) (0.52)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the village level, this is
equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.
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Table B2: Discontinuities in male primary school completion estimated on the central
border section (1987 village data)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

means on 10-km
bandwidth estimated discontinuities

10-km bandwidth 25-km bw 50-km bw

cohorts born British French no (x, y) polynomial polynomial polynomial polynomial
between side side controls of order 1 of order 2 of order 3 of order 5

1893 and 1902 0.00 0.01 -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** 0.02 -0.01
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.35) (0.41)

[27] [19] [32] [32] [32] [99] [158]

1903 and 1912 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.03** -0.02 0.02 0.01
(0.11) (0.05) (0.55) (0.25) (0.35)

[28] [23] [47] [47] [47] [147] [273]

1913 and 1922 0.05 0.02 0.03** 0.02 -0.00 0.05*** 0.04**
(0.03) (0.48) (0.89) (0.00) (0.04)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1923 and 1932 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.03 -0.03 0.06** 0.07***
(0.10) (0.35) (0.45) (0.02) (0.00)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1933 and 1942 0.20 0.16 0.04* 0.03 -0.06 0.08** 0.09**
(0.05) (0.43) (0.24) (0.03) (0.01)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1943 and 1952 0.46 0.54 -0.08*** -0.18*** -0.12** -0.04 -0.03
(0.01) (0.00) (0.02) (0.50) (0.60)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1953 and 1962 0.66 0.77 -0.12*** -0.27*** -0.23*** -0.09*** -0.08**
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

1963 and 1972 0.69 0.77 -0.09** -0.15* -0.10 -0.09** -0.07
(0.01) (0.07) (0.37) (0.05) (0.11)

[29] [23] [52] [52] [52] [168] [308]

Discontinuities are estimated by OLS. All regressions control for three border-segment dummies. A positive
discontinuity favors the British side.

Dependent variables are population-weighted village-level means. Since all controls are at the village level, this is
equivalent to clustering by village. Standard errors are robust. p-values are in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01. Number of villages is between brackets.
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C Primary enrollment by type of school, French

and British Cameroon

Table C1 gives gross primary enrollment ratios in different types of schools in French

and British Cameroon. These figures do not allow much inference about the compar-

ative efficiency of the two systems. One might be tempted to equate the distinction

between assisted and unassisted mission schools on the British side with the distinc-

tion between government-approved and non-government-approved mission schools

on the French side, but the categories do not match: unassisted mission schools were

inspected regularly by the British colonial government and had to respect a number

of requirements, while in French Cameroon, non-government-approved schools were

entirely unregulated. The figures given by non-government-approved, non-inspected

mission schools in French Cameroon are simply too high to be believable — they cer-

tainly reflect the number of parishioners in a congregation rather than the number

of pupils attending a formal school.

I tried, whenever possible, to compare the Cameroon province (the southern part

of the British Cameroons) with the south of French Cameroon: huge geographical

disparities existed within each mandate, the main one being, in both territories, the

difference between the islamized north and the south. In the Northern Cameroons

(the areas of the British Cameroons administered as part of the Nigerian provinces

of Yola and Bornu) there were, before World War II, no mission schools and only a

handful of native-administration schools: enrollment rates were therefore very low.

Missions schools were also completely absent, at least prior to World War II, in

the northern, islamized areas of French Cameroon. Since the north represented a

larger share of the population in the British Cameroons than in French Cameroon, a

different comparative picture emerges when I exclude the north from the statistics.
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Table C1: Gross primary enrollment ratio by type of school, French and British
Cameroon

1925 1930 1935 1938 1950 1955

French

Cameroon

Government schools 1.16% 1.38% 1.85% 1.96% 4.36% 11.01%

Approved mission schools 2.14% 2.18% 2.00% 2.77%
17.34% 28.15%

Nonapproved mission schools 11.95% 14.88% 18.74% 19.02%

British

Cameroons

Government schools(1) 1.44% 1.52% 1.27% 1.75% 3.12% 2.74%

Assisted mission schools 0 % 0.30% 1.12% 1.24% 9.37% 10.75%

Unassisted mission schools 2.80% 3.15% 2.44% 3.93% 1.98% 2.70%

French

Cameroon,

South(2)

Government schools 1.30% 1.83% 2.47% 2.78%

Approved mission schools 2.10% 2.32% 2.04% 3.17%

Nonapproved mission schools 14.54% 20.22% 25.18% 26.95%

British

Cameroons,

South(2)

Government schools(1) 2.71% 2.80% 2.49% 3.38%

Assisted mission schools 0% 0.61% 2.26% 2.39%

Unassisted mission schools 5.21% 6.43% 4.91% 7.51%

Sources: France, Ministère des Colonies (1921–1938, 1947–1957); Great Britain, Colonial Office (1922–1938,
1949–1959). School-age population is assumed to be 20% of total population. (1) Includes native-administration
schools. (2) The south corresponds to the Cameroons province for the British part; for the French part, the south
excludes the areas corresponding to the present-day regions of Adamaoua, North, and Extreme North.
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D External Validity

Using natural experiments means trading external validity (generality) for internal

validity (credibility). In the 1920s and 1930s, divergence at the border between

the French and the British parts also took place in Togo, the other German colony

divided after World War I (Cogneau and Moradi, 2014).

To check that the smoothing away of the divergence in education in the late

colonial period is not a Cameroonian idiosyncrasy, I run a cross-country regression

of enrollment rates over the 20th century on a British colonizer dummy for a sample

of 33 African countries that were colonized by either the British or the French (the

data are the same as those used in figure 2; Cameroon is excluded). In figure D1a,

I control for the proportion of Europeans and the percentage of Muslims in 1900

(Acemoglu et al., 2001; Barro and McCleary, 2003), two variables that might have

strongly influenced the demand for education (Cogneau, 2003). In figure D1b, I

instrument for Muslim population using latitude and for European population using

log settler mortality (Acemoglu et al., 2001). The advantage of using gross primary

enrollment rates instead of years of schooling is that this variable gives information on

current education supply while average years of schooling in the entire population is a

function of the past education supply. Admittedly, gross enrollment rates are higher

in education systems with a high repetition rate, such as French-speaking African

education systems. The picture that emerges is similar to what I find in Cameroon.

The British colonizer effect on enrollment rates is large (about 10 percentage points)

and significant before World War II, but it decreases after (it is even negative in

1970), and is never significant in the second half of the 20th century.
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Figure D1: Cross-country regression of enrollment rates on a British colonizer
dummy, controlling for Muslim and European populations in 1900

(a) Simple OLS (b) Instrumental variable approach

Gross enrollment ratios: same data as figure 2. 33 observations. Share of Muslims in 1900 is from Barro and
McCleary (2003). European population in 1900 is from Acemoglu et al. (2001). In figure (b), share of Muslim if
instrumented using latitude and European population using log settler mortality.
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